
EntrEprEnEurship training



“  the entrepreneurship training program taught me how to become a professional 

entrepreneur.  thanks to the program, i’ve more than doubled my customers.   

With the increase in sales,  i can easily pay off a loan and am ready for the next 

phase in my business expansion. ”
Anastasie Nyirabukeye, participant in the WDI – Goldman Sachs  
10,000 Women program in Rwanda

the William Davidson institute at the 

university of Michigan (WDi) is dedicated  

to business education in emerging markets, 

and the small and medium-sized enterprises 

(sMEs) that are the growth engines for these 

markets. since 1992, WDi has been equipping 

the leaders of these enterprises with business 

training to drive their growth and success. 

Drawing on our years of experience working 

with partners from across the globe, WDi  

has designed a range of entrepreneurship 

programs to help sMEs thrive in today’s 

dynamic environment.

EntrEprEnEurship training at WDi



A Successful Track Record
WDI is currently providing entrepreneurship training to 60 
Rwandan entrepreneurs per year from throughout Rwanda  
as part of Goldman Sachs’ 10,000 Women project.  Under  
a grant from the U.S. State Department, WDI trained over  
100 entrepreneurs from throughout Morocco, including a 
cohort of 25 women from the handicraft sector.  WDI has 
given leaders from SMEs across Central and Eastern Europe 
scholarships to attend our 10-day mini-MBA programs.

A Hands-on, Practical Approach
Entrepreneurs need tools they can use in their businesses 
right away.  Our training programs offer content in the key 
areas that entrepreneurs need to grow their businesses now 
and position them for long-term success.  We work with a team 
of business professors and curriculum experts to develop the 
most effective training program for each engagement. 

Global Advantage, Local Relevance
To ensure that our training incorporates global best practices 
and is locally relevant, each curriculum is developed by staff and 
faculty at the University of Michigan and in-country experts. 

Critical Content 
From our years of experience in delivering successful  
entrepreneurship training programs, we know what content  
is most helpful.  After attending our program, participants are 
equipped with an entrepreneurial mindset and:

◗  Have an actionable business plan
◗  Understand how to put best practices in marketing, 

strategy, finance, accounting, and HR to work  
for their company

◗  Are ready to apply for a bank loan
◗  Have a network of peers who they can turn  

to for advice in the future
◗  Understand how to work with a mentor
◗  Have a set of tools and frameworks that help them 

organize and grow their businesses for years after they 
leave our training

Our cOre training prOgram cOvers:
◗  Business Plan Preparation ◗  Strategy
◗  Marketing ◗  HR Management 
◗  Finance ◗  Accounting

Tracking Success
We believe in creating programs that maximize impact.   
To measure this impact, WDI has Monitoring & Evaluation 
systems in place to track graduates across key metrics  
for years after program completion. 

The WDI Advantage
Faculty:  WDI is headquartered at the top-ranked University 
of Michigan and draws on its leading faculty.  We also have a 
rich network of WDI faculty affiliates — world-class educators 
with expertise in emerging markets. 

cases:  WDI is home to GlobaLens, a robust collection  
of original business cases focused on the emerging markets. 
The collection includes 50 entrepreneurship cases and notes, 
including some focused on the graduates of WDI’s 
entrepreneurship programs. 
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SuCCeSS SToRy:  Christine Murebwayire is the head of Coproviba, a co-op in rwanda that makes 

banana wine.  Christine participated in our six-month entrepreneurship training program in Kigali.  

the training has helped her double her sales in a two-year period.  using concepts from the training, 

she implemented a new human resources process, including a worker specialization program.  she 

also diversified the business, launching new types of banana wine and new product lines using 

banana fiber, a byproduct of banana wine production.  Christine credits the entrepreneurship 

program with giving her the skills and confidence to start exporting her products to tanzania.


